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I God up lift my right arm and swear the following:

I have created the universe. I created heaven and earth.

All the universe belongs to me God. I herewith
proclaim that a portion of my creation I give to the Jews. That portion is the Land of Israel Eretz Yisroel.

WHY THE JEWS? Because I am God. I do not have to give explanations.

It is my will.
For any nation or any Church to reinterpret what I wrote in the Bible is heresy and rebellion against God.

Those Europeans who want Israel to give up Yehudah Shomron and Golan and Historical Jerusalem the old City - from day one were rotten.
They deserved to be killed. They will eventually be destroyed.

The Prime minister of England in 2013 stated that the reason the English are hostile to Israel is because the Jews are building in Yehudah and Shomron. That is the reason that 150 million
Europeans are hostile to the Jews and Israel. Israel ranks at the bottom of a list of Countries according to a poll taken so reports BBC.

Would the Jews agree to commit suicide and surrender Yehudah and Shomron the 150 million
Europeans and England would love them.

I God declare that I rather have 150 million Europeans and England hate Israel and the living Jews; rather than have them love a destroyed Israel and dead Jews.
I God declare  of course the Arabs and the Europeans would love to see the Arabs try a fourth time to destroy Israel once the Arabs retrieve Yehudah Shomron the Golan and the old city of...
Jerusalem.

They tried in 1948 1967 and 1974 and have tried in the 1st and 2nd uprising to destroy Israel with suicide bombings and murders. They failed.
Now they want to be back in the position they were in 1948 with the indefensible borders for Israel. They want to destroy Israel. The Palestinian’s map of Palestine covers all of Israel. They have no intention of recognizing any part of Israel as the Jewish state.
For Israel to give the Arabs an other opportunity to destroy Israel in order to win the love of the Europeans is sheer madness and stupidity.

Over 1 billion Muslims today believe that God through his
Angel transmitted in a prophesy Islam to Mohammad.

I God declare that I God blessed the Muslims to succeed and conquer North Africa Asia Minor and Asia and convert the inhabitants. In that way those areas of the world will be a haven
for Jews to escape the tyranny of the Christian leaders for 1300 years. The Muslims conquered half of the Iberian peninsula.-Spain Portugal and held it until 1492.
I God put into the minds of Mohammad’s followers to create Sunnis and Shiites and Alwites an offshoot of Shiites.

When the Muslims will be good for the Jews they will win.
When they will be bad and kill Jews I God will twist their minds to kill each other - as they are doing exactly that in Syria and Iraq and Egypt as a result of the Arab Spring. They will be so busy killing each other that they will not have time to kill the Jews.
The most stupid thing Israel can do is to agree to give the Palestinians any land and agree to any borders for a Palestinian state.

Today the Muslims are killing the Christian as
happened in London in May 2013 and in the USA in April 2013.

The Shiites and Alwites will be killing Sunnis and vise versa.
In 2013 150 million Europeans admitted they have hostile feelings against Israel.

35% -40% of Europeans have hostile feelings against Jews.
Ani-Semitic acts of violence occur against Jews. Jews are not only libeled lied about by the European media, Jews are physically attacked and killed.

It is official policy in Europe to ban anti-Semitism but allow the media to defame Israel. In Hungary there exists the
Jobnicks an anti Semitic political party. In Greece they have the Green dawn and in the Ukraine they have the Freedom Party both openly anti-Semitic. In France 40% of those polled claim that Jews have too much power. They control the media and businesses. This smacks of the protocols of
the Elders of Zion a Czarist Russian forgery that Jews control all the banks and wealth in the world and have a conspiracy to control the world.

Today the word Jew has been substituted by the words Israel the nation of the Jew.

It is a sacrament to kill
the nation of the Jew and in that manner kill all the Jews.

It is a mitzvah a sacrament to defame Israel. In this atmosphere it is madness to contemplate giving life to a Palestinian entity that will destroy the only haven for Jews to remain
alive.

Today the USA is good to the Jews. We do not know what will be the situation in 10 20 50 or 100 years. A Jewish Israel is the only haven and hope for Jewish existence.

I God performed a
miracle after 2000 years and gave the Jews Eretz Yisroel Israel

The only ones who can squander this miracle are the Jews by agreeing to create a Palestinian State. Without Jewish agreement there will never arise a Palestinian state.
Better to be at war for the next 1000 years with the entire Muslim and European world and remain alive rather than be dead and at peace.
I God gave the Jews the brains to attain the atom hydrogen neutron bombs and the most sophisticated modern weapons to defend themselves.
The Jews discovered deposits of natural gas and oil from shale. They now will be able to become self-sufficient for their energy needs. They will be able to compete with the Arabs in the export of oil.
Let the Jews explore new markets with China India Russia Europe South Central and North America and Australia and the far East. Let the Jews become financially independent from the gifts of the USA.
I God chose the Jews because they do their own thinking. They question every thing including me-God.

I like that.

I do not like robots.
Let all Jews forget their religious differences and stupid disputes.

Every thing has to be taken in proper perspective as part of the larger picture. The larger
picture is that the whole world with the exception of USA Canada Germany Australia and the good people in the rest of the world -would not blink if all the Jews would be destroyed. In 2013 many parts of the world are not different than they were in 1933-1945 when the Nazis
killed 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children.

Jews focus only on self preservation and survival.

Let me God worry about those Jews who are not religious.
You Jews concentrate only on staying alive.

Pekuach nefesh doche kol hatorah kulo

One need not observe and is permitted to violate all laws to preserve life.
Preserving and safe guarding life trumps all laws.

I God will protect the Jews.
Signed

Netzech Isreal Lo Ishaker

Eternal of Israel does not Lie.